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Abstract. In this paper we study the potential of simple linear gene-protein interaction networks to store sparse input-output patterns. This problem bears similarity to the engineering task of reconstructing gene networks from time series
of expression data, such as sets of microarrays. This is currently an intensively
studied field where some results are directly applicable to our context. The central question in this study concerns the memory capacity of a network of n genes
and proteins, which interact according to a simple linear state space model with
p external outputs. Here it is assumed that to a certain combination of inputs u∗
there exists an optimal state of the system x∗ , i.e., values of the gene expressions
and protein levels, that has been attained externally, e.g., through evolutionary
learning. Given such a set of m learned optimal input-output patterns, the design
question here is to find a sparse and hierarchical network structure for the geneprotein interaction matrix A, and the gene-input coupling matrix B. This problem
is formulated as an optimization problem in a linear programming setting. From
this formulation it is directly evident that the maximum number of patterns that
can be stored is: mmax = n + p − 1. Furthermore, it allows for a numerical analysis,
which shows that there are clear scale-invariant phase transitions for the sparsity,
i.e., the relative number of zero-elements, in the matrices A and B as the number
of patterns m increases. The sparsity in A and B exhibits continuous second-order
phase transitions as the number of patterns reaches m1 = p/2 and m2 = 2p/3
respectively. These phase transitions divide the system in three regions with different memory characteristics. In the first region, below m = m1 , the system stores
patterns by directly connecting the inputs to the outputs, without directly involving the genes and proteins. In the second region, between m = m1 and m = m2 ,
information is preferentially stored in matrix A, and in the third region, above
m = m2 , there is no clear preference for storing information in either A or B,
and their sparsities behave increasingly identical. It is possible to formulate simple scaling rules for the behaviour of the sparsity in A and B versus m, though
the exact morphology of these relations is not scale-invariant. Finally, numerical
experiments are described that show that the patterns are stable within a certain
finite range around the patterns.

1

Introduction

All biological processes result from the interactions of genes and proteins with external
stimuli. The variety of these stimuli is immense; they can be either harmful or beneficial,

obligatory or supplementary, lethal or lifesaving. They range from (lack of) illumination, (too low or high) temperature, (shortage of) food, and water, to toxic agents and
viral or bacterial infections. The efficiency of an organism directly depends on its ability
to optimally react to these external inputs. In lethal situations it even spells its basic survival. On the molecular level, the reaction to external stimuli consists of the chemical
and physical interactions of the external agent with the gene-protein reaction network.
For instance, daylight can cause a chemical reaction in the photosynthetic receptors of
a plant that result in the production of several organic and inorganic molecules. In general, these stimuli can cause a threat to the survival of the organism, or a potential boost
to its existence. If a specific external stimulus is presented with some regularity, it is
greatly beneficial for the organism to learn and remember its best response. Response
here is on the microscopic level; the best settings for the expressions of the genes and
relative densities of the proteins to process the presented stimulus. In this view, the couple of the external stimulus and the optimal network response define an input-output
pattern, which the gene-protein interaction network has to “store” in its “memory”. The
more patterns the organism can store with its current network architecture, the better
the organism is equipped to live in its natural environment.
In this study it is assumed that the set of best responses to a given input is available.
In reality this is not accomplished by a single organism, but acquired in the cause of
many generations through the process of evolution: those individuals that perform better
by having a better response to a given stimulus than others have a higher “fitness”, and
therefore a higher selective advantage in survival and generating offspring. Those that
fail to do so may perish. In this way, the selection pressures every organism has to face,
set hard constraints on the design of the network.
Biological observation shows that natural information processing networks exhibit
sparse and hierarchical connectivity, and the so-called small-world property, see: Watts
and Strogatz [6]. These features are derived evolutionary properties of the organisms
internal organization, as in Nature, individuals are selected only to their adequate and
appropriately fast response to a large set of different input patterns. We use these architectural characteristics as constraints when designing network models in this paper.
The exact outcome of the interaction between the stimulus and the gene-protein network is governed by the actual microscopic details of the underlying chemical-physical
laws of nature [39]. These laws allow for a set of free parameters that can be tuned to
implement a certain relation between the presented input and the desired output. In our
context we look to the response of n genes and proteins to p external inputs, such as a
toxic agent or a specific odor. The interaction amongst the genes and proteins can be
modeled by a n × n matrix A, such that ai j represents the influence from gene/protein
j on gene/protein i. Similarly, the interaction with the external environment is represented by the n × p input-output matrix B, such that bi j represents the influence from
input j on gene/protein i. The aforementioned free system parameters therefore consist
of the system matrices A and B. Tuning these free parameters means modifying the
input-output relation of the system. Thus, the learning of the input-output patterns can
be obtained by an optimization in the space of these free parameters. In practice, there
are tens of thousands of genes and hundreds of thousands—if not millions—of (possible) protein/RNA/inorganic species. Besides the fact that many of these genes and

most of these protein/RNA/inorganic molecules are currently unknown, and besides the
randomizing effect of intrinsic and extrinsic noise, purely from the sheer magnitude of
the data it would be completely impossible to implement realistic chemical-physical
models and perform computational simulations.
For this reason the study in this paper is based on a straightforward and computational manageable model; a linear and continuous time-independent state space model.
This model segregates the interaction between the genes and proteins itself from their
response to external outputs. With this simple model it is possible to study the qualitative and quantitative aspects of efficient network memory through extensive numerical
experiments. As this network can be considered as a first-order approximation, it is
possible to extrapolate the results to more realistic, hence complex, interaction network
models.
It is difficult to quantify the exact number of patterns an organism with a given
number of genes and proteins can store in order to survive in its habitat. Some clues
are provided by the ”Minimal Genome Project” [36], that endeavors to find the smallest
working set of genes necessary for an organism to live and reproduce successfully. The
smallest genome size found thus far is for the parasitic archaebacterium Nanoarchaeum
equitans with only 400 nm in diameter, and a genome of 460 Kbp organized in 487
ORFs. Even smaller is the SARS Corona Virus, a retro virus of 100 nm and a genome of
30 Kbp organized in just 5 ORFs. We can compare this to the well known eubacterium
Escherichia coli (diameter 2000nm) with a genome of 4639 Kbp organized in 4377
DNA-genes. The regulated environment in a host in the lifestyle of N. equitans and
SARS, provides less diversity in inputs patterns, and therefore requires less pattern
memory from the organism. Besides this qualitative argument, in the last Section we
will use the formalism developed here to provide some rough estimates for the number
of stored patterns.
In the context of the linear time-invariant state space systems as studied in this
paper, the problem of storing input-output patterns results in an optimization process
on the system matrices A and B for mapping the given input to the given output. The
derived design criteria as sparsity and hierarchy are directly used as additional constraints in this optimization. We note that this topic is related to two well-studied areas
of research: artificial neural networks and “inverse engineering”: gene network reconstruction from time series data. Firstly, the problem of designing a proper network to
fit a given set of input-output patterns is of course identical to finding the best network
parameters for a given time series of synchronous measurements of inputs and outputs.
The difference is that the wealth of allowed architectures consistent with a limited set of
data is beneficial for an organism in the natural world, and detrimental for the biologist
who wants to determine the genetic pathway from a small number of microarray measurements. There is an extensive literature on gene network reconstruction from time
series of gene expressions [17, ?,15]. Especially relevant to our approach is the work
of Mestl, Plahte and Omholt [22, 25, 26, 28], Somogyi [29], Yeung and Tegner [43, 35],
and Peeters and Westra [27, 40, 42]. For a thorough overview consult [16, 41] and the
references therein.
Secondly, the problem of storing patterns in a given network architecture and the
required memory size is an intensively studied subject in the area of artificial neural

networks with an extensive literature, e.g., see [18–21, 31], and standard books as [2, 5,
37].
Finally, also the dynamic behavior of gene-protein networks is an important and
fertile field of research, see for instance A. Goldbeter [12, 14], Elowitz and Swain [7,
33, 32], and others [34, 24]. Both the practical studies from Elowitz and Swain, and
the theoretical work of Goldbeter, Tyson and Novak, and Steuer, show that organisms
are in a dynamical equilibrium. In embryonic growth, for instance, these equilibrium
states correspond to the so-called ’checkpoints’. The system dynamics can be seen as
perturbations around the momentary equilibrium. These equilibria act as local attractors
to the system dynamics: the system state vector orbits the local equilibrium in a periodic
cycle or in a fractal orbit (a ”strange attractor”). An external stimulus can disrupt this
equilibrium, after which the system can come in another part of the phase space – i.e.
the space of all possible gene expressions and protein densities. This is modeled in the
so-called Piecewise Linear Models, which study the dynamics between state changes
of the system, see: R.L Westra et al. [42].
In the following Section we first define the linear time-invariant continuous state
space model and its relation to a gene-protein interaction network. In Section 3, we
describe pattern storage of dynamical patterns and its relation to network reconstruction.
In Section 4 the storage of static patterns is discussed. Next, in Section 5, we discuss
the results of some numerical experiments, and relate these to practical observations
regarding the underlying geometry of the problem. In Section 6 we focus on phase
transitions in the network. In Section 7 we briefly discuss the dynamics and stability of
the stored patterns. We close with a discussion of the obtained results.

2

Modelling dynamic gene-protein networks as linear state space
systems

In this study we will concentrate on systems sufficiently near their equilibrium. A more
realistic system will exhibit multiple of such equilibria, and given the proper stimulus
will switch from one equilibrium to another, and therewith transform the system from
one biological state to another. Near a suitable smooth equilibrium the activity of the n
genes and proteins, represented by the n-vector x, will develop according to the n × n
gene-protein interaction matrix A and the n × p interaction matrix B with the p external
inputs, defined by the p-vector u, as :
ẋ = Ax + Bu + νξ(t)

(1)

Where ξ(t) represents white Gaussian noise with mean zero and standard deviation 1.
Such simple linear models allow for a limited set of behaviors, but here they fully suit
our purpose as a simple and transparent metaphor for studying the number m of patterns
that the system can store as a function of the number of genes/proteins n, the number of
external inputs p, and the sparsity in the interaction matrices A and B.

3

Storage of patterns of time series and its relation to network
reconstruction

There is an essential similarity between reconstructing the best fitting matrices A and
B from empirical data sets (state vectors X and inputs U), and the task of designing
the optimal interaction matrices A and B from optimal patterns X for a given input U.
This similarity allows us to utilize the extensive literature on this subject to this field.
Therefore, we can be brief on this subject. Here, we follow Peeters and Westra [27].
In this context we define a pattern as a time series that represents the desired dynamical behavior of the state vector x(t) in response to a given input vector u∗ (t), such
as a finite impulse or a harmonic signal. In this way, the desired system outputs x∗ (t) and
ẋ∗ (t) for a given input u∗ (t) can be compared with the observed outputs x(t) and ẋ(t).
Suppose we have sets of m desired input-output triples as {(u∗l , x∗l , ẋ∗l ) | l = 1 . . . m},
which can be used to define three data matrices: X = (x∗1 . . . x∗m ), Ẋ = (ẋ∗1 . . . ẋ∗m ), and
U = (u∗1 . . . u∗m ). In this setting, one could attempt to minimize the error kx∗ (t) − x(t)k as
function of the free parameters in A and B. Or, alternatively, minimize the error in the
time derivatives: kẋ∗ (t)− ẋ(t)kk = kẋ(t)−Ax(t)−Bu(t)kk . Where k·kk represents a suitable
Lk -norm. This error expresses the difference between the observed rate of change ẋ(t)
and predicted model output Ax(t) + Bu(t).
Given X, Ẋ, and U one could compute the matrices A and B that minimize this error
function. This optimization can be formulated as a least squares problem—i.e., setting
k = 2, and given sufficient data X, Ẋ, and U, in general a solution can be obtained. In
case that the number of patterns m is much less than the number of genes/proteins n
and inputs p the problem is under-determined. In that case, it is useful to involve the
biological constraint that A and B are sparse and hierarchical matrices. In that case, the
maximization is performed over the number of zeros in A and B while relation (1) is
considered as a constraint:
max kAk0 + kBk0 subject to: Ẋ = AX + BU
A,B

(2)

As indicated above, this optimization problem is exactly equal to the problem of
reconstructing the underlying interaction network from a time series of (e.g., micro
array) measurements.
This problem is well described in a number of publications, e.g., [43, 27], and Westra et al. [40]. For a relevant survey see Westra et al.[42] and the references therein. We
here merely note that this problem exhibits a first-order phase transition as evident from
Figure 1.
Let Ne indicate the number of errors found in the reconstruction of matrices A and B,
i.e. the number of components of the matrices where the reconstructed value of the matrix differs from its correct value above a given threshold, e.g. the machine precision. In
our context this indicates the number of pattern storage errors, where the system found
a sub-optimal solution. This number of errors Ne suddenly drops to zero as the number
of patterns m passes through a critical value MC . Similarly, Ne suddenly increases linearly from strictly zero as the number of non-zero elements in A (and likewise B) passes
through a critical value KC .

Fig. 1. Above: the number of memory storage errors Ne versus the number m of stored patterns.
Below: number of memory storage errors Ne versus the sparsity (i.e. number of non-zero connections) of the gene-interaction network.

4
4.1

Memory storage of equilibrium state patterns in linear networks
Linear state space formulation

The problem studied in this Section concerns the storage of static input-output patterns
in a gene-protein network represented by a linear time-invariant dynamical system of
the form as in equation 1 with matrices A and B, which exhibit biological relevant properties such as sparsity, hierarchy, high local clustering, and the ”small-world” property.
In the static context, we assume that the system has converged to an equilibrium state x∗
and that ẋ = 0. This means that to a given input u∗ there belongs an optimal value x∗ for
the gene expressions and protein densities in the network such that Ax∗ + Bu∗ = 0. In

our context a (static) input-output pattern is defined as such an input-output pair (u∗ , x∗ ).
This pattern itself can be considered as the outcome of a long evolutionary learning process, where the best combination of gene/protein activations x are selected relative to
the faced combination of external inputs (e.g. toxic agents, virus infections) u.
Here we are interested in the maximum number mmax of linearly independent patterns that can be stored in a network of n genes or proteins, and p external inputs.
Suppose that there exists a set of m linearly independent patterns, i.e. external inputs as
a p × m matrix U = {u[1], . . . , u[m]}, and the associated (evolutionary) learned states as
a n × m matrix X = {x[1], . . . , x[m]}. For each input-pattern couple {x[ j], u[ j]} equation
1 implies that: Ax[ j] + Bu[ j] = 0. For the entire set of patterns X and U this means that
the unknown matrices A and B feature in a linear way in the resulting
matrix equation:

 AT !
T
T
AX + BU = 0mn . This equation can be rewritten as: X U
= Omn .
BT
This matrix equation can be treated in a row-by-row fashion. Denoting the (unknown)ith row of A by the row vector αTi , the (unknown) i-th row of B by the row vector βTi , this
yields the following decoupled set of N linear systems of equations of size m × (n + p):

 αT !
i
XT U T
= 0,
(i = 1, 2, . . . , M).
(3)
βTi


With abuse of notation define the m × (n + p) matrix D = X T U T , and the (n + p)
!
αT
vector: x = Ti , this can be written as:
βi
Dx = 0

(4)

The objective now is to find sparse A and B that satisfy this condition. However,
there are two practical problems with this formulation. First, as this equation holds for
each combined row x of A and B, its solution also holds for all rows, and therefore A
and B consist of dependent columns in the form: Ai, j = vi .x j for some non-zero vector
v. Second and more seriously, the sparse matrices A = B = 0 pose a trivial but valid
solution to equation 4.
These problems can be solved by introducing additional constraints that express
biological knowledge, such as the known influence of a certain agent on a certain
gene/protein, Autocatalyzation or natural degradation of proteins. The latter reads that
each protein autocatalyses or decays with a specific rate λ > 0, and therefore the
associated component of the gene/protein interaction matrix A has a value: ±λ. The
known non-zero influence of an input j on a certain gene/protein i indicates that the
(i, j)−component of matrix B is non-zero. Thus, in general, certain specified components of A and B have non-zero values.
Moreover, there is a scaling invariance in the solution – if x is a solution of Dx = 0,
then λx is also a valid solution for all λ ∈ R. The exclusion of A = B = 0 can thus
be obtained by fixing the B-part of x to a specific value, and thus express the value
of A relative to B. This can be obtained by using constraints like kBk1 = constant, or
P
i j bi j = constant. In this study, this constraint is realized as:
qT x = 1

(5)

where the first n components (the ”A-part”) of q are zero, and the remaining p components qi , (i = n + 1..n + p), (the ”B-part”) satisfy: |qi | ∈ [ 21 , 2]. This vector was generated
with a uniform distribution on [−2, − 12 ] ∪ [ 12 , 2]
4.2

Robust estimation as an approximation to the L0 -norm of A

The problem of computing a sparse solution to a consistent underdetermined linear
system of equations Ax = b has been studied extensively in literature. J.J. Fuchs in [9]
and [10], and some of the references therein, described state conditions under which
optimal sparse solutions can be obtained by the technique of L1 -minimization. This
technique aims to compute a vector x of minimal L1 -norm within the solution space S
of the linear system Ax = b. It is well known that this problem can be reformulated as a
linear programming (LP) problem. Thus, the difficult combinatorial problem of finding
a vector in S having as many zero entries as possible is avoided and replaced by the
much easier to solve problem of finding a vector in S for which the L1 -norm kxk1 is
minimal. In our case, we can thus reformulate the original quest for a sparse vector x
(associated to corresponding rows in A and B) to the problem of finding the minimum
value of the L1-norm of x, i.e. kxk1 , under the given constraints. As we may weigh the
importance of sparsity in A and B different, we introduce a regularization parameter ε.
Furthermore, let yA denote the first n components of x (the ”A-part”), and yB the other
p components (the ”B-part”). With all these definitions, the regularized minimum value
of the L1 -norm of x for the given data of m patterns for n genes/proteins, and p external
inputs follows from the following linear programming formulation:
LP1 : x∗ = arg min x∈Rn+p kyA k1 + εkyB k1
subject to:
x = yA + y B
Dx = 0
qT x = 1
xi = ri , i = 1, . . . , C

(6)

where ri represents a random nonzero-constant.
This defines LP1 as a regularized L1 -minimization problem over the affine subspace
of vectors x satisfying the given constraints. This is a primal LP-problem but not in the
standard form. This LP problem can be reformulated to its dual LP formulation which
is computationally more efficient.

5
5.1

Numerical experiments for storing equilibrium state patterns
Scale-free transitions in the relation between the model sparsity and the
number of patterns

The formulation in equation 6 allows for numerical experiments with different settings
of the model parameters X, U, m, n, and p. The value of the number of patterns m varies
between 0 and n + p − 1 − c, as will be shown later in this Section. Here c is the number
of extra constraints in LP1. The experiments were performed with a specific interest in

partial sparse solutions for A and B. Here we introduce kA as the number of non-zero
elements in matrix A, and similarly kB for B. Figure 2 shows two results from such
numerical experiments. The patterns X and U were drawn uniform randomly from the
interval [-1,1]. As this Figure clearly shows, it was found that – for fixed regularization
parameter ε = 1 – the sparsity in A and B exhibits different behavior as the number of
patterns crossed the value mC1 = p/2. Thus, a scale-free representation for studying the
sparsity is obtained by defining:
* the relative sparsity in A : pA = kA /n;
* the relative sparsity in B : pB = kB /p;
* the scaled number of patterns: µ :
if: m < mC1 then: µ = m/mC1
if: m ≥ mC1 then: µ = (m + n − 1)/(2n + p − 2)

(7)

This scaling ensures that µ, pA , and pB are between 0 and 1. The scaled variables
are useful in comparing situations with different genes/proteins n and inputs p. Other
values of regularization parameter ε gave quantitative different results that, however,
could again be scaled such that they were qualitatively similar.
In these plots the sparsity in the matrix is plotted versus the scaled number of patterns µ. The lower curve gives the relative non-zeros pA in matrix A. This exhibits a
clear transition at µ = 1/2. The upper curve gives the relative non-zeros in matrix B. In
the scaled representation these plots are almost identical for different values of p and n,
though the morphology somewhat depends on n + p.
5.2

Considerations from the underlying geometry

The observed relations between the parameters kA , kB , m, n, and p can be understood
from an analysis of the underlying geometric constraints of the optimization process
in Rn+p , for an overview of the employed matrix algebra consult [13]. The solution
x ∈ Rn+p to the problem lies on the intersection between the two majorconstraints
 of
the problem. The first constraint is: Dx = 0, where D is the data matrix X T U T , and
the first n components of x correspond to a row of matrix A, and the last p components
to the corresponding row of matrix B. Thus, the solution xlies in the (n + p − m)dimensional linear null-subspace V1 of D. Second, the solution x is bound by the (n +
p − 1)-dimensional affine space V2 defined by qT x = 1, where the first n components of
q are zero, and the p remaining components qi , (i = n + 1, .., n + p), satisfy: |qi | ∈ [ 21 , 2].
The intersection V3 = V1 ∩ V2 contains the solution x and, except for special cases of
Lebesque measure zero when V1 and V2 are parallel, V3 is a (n + p − m − 1)-dimensional
affine space. Therefore, the short answer to the maximum number mmax of patterns
that can be stored is: mmax = n + p − 1. Adding (c − 1) extra constraints of the form:
xi = constant effectively lower the dimension, but do not alter the basic topology, and
leads to:
mmax = n + p − c

(8)

The situation becomes more complex when we analyze the number k of exact zeros
in x, as the optimization is aimed at increasing this amount. kA denotes the number

Fig. 2. Plot of the scaled matrix sparsity versus the scaled number of patterns. The solutions of
the LP-approach to memory storage in linear networks, exhibit a clear phase transition at p/2
patterns. Above a plot for n=100 and p=100, below a plot for n=70 and p=100.

of non-zeros in the first n components of x, and kB in its last p components. In this
formalism the maximum sparsity in A is obtained when kA = 0. Here, we step aside the
biological complication that this represents a situation without gene-protein-couplings,
as the system output is entirely defined
by the couplings to the external inputs. For the

 αT !
T
T
i
original equation, X U
= 0, the condition kA = 0 means that the associated
βTi
row of A is zero: αi = 01,n , therefore: U T βTi = 0, meaning that βTi lies in the nullspace of U T . The condition kA = 0 implies that: x1 = x2 = . . . = xn = 0, which
defines a p-dimensional linear subspace V4 in Rn+p . The intersection V3 ∩ V4 contains
all fully sparse A-solutions that satisfy the two constraints. So, the condition kA = 0
can be reached whilst V3 ∩ V4 , ∅. V3 ∩ V4 is defined by (m + 1 + n) equations with
up
(n + p) variables that imply an upper bound mup
A for kA = 0, namely: mA = p − 1.
However, as apparent from Figure 3, kA already abruptly starts deviating from zero at
m = mC = p/2 < mup
A . Though in that case V3 ∩ V4 is not-empty, the L1 -optimization
process favors another solution with a smaller value of the L1 -norm of matrix A – but an
unsolicited larger value for the number of non-zeros kA . Finding a solution with kA = 0
results in solving the linear equation: Zx = z, with:



Z = 





D 
 0m,1 

qT  , z =  1 



In 0n,p
0n,1

(9)

This system has a consistent solution when z is a vector in the column space of Z. If this
is not the case, the affine solution space S can be described implicitly as the solution
of the consistent linear system of equations Zx = z pro j , where the vector z pro j denotes
the orthogonal projection of z onto the column space of Z. An explicit description of
S follows from computing the solution space of the system Zx = z pro j , which can be
achieved in a numerically reliable way by employing SVD or QR-decomposition. Thus,
S can be formally written as: x̂ = N(Z)ξ+Z + z, where N(Z) is the n×dim(null(Z)) matrix
whose columns consist of the of the basis of the dim(null(Z))-dimensional null-space
of Z, and Z + is the pseudo-inverse of Z. ξ is a dim(null(Z))-dimensional vector that
parameterizes S . The support vector Z + z may indeed have a lower kA than the solution
x∗ of the LP, as visible in Figure 3. This is an artifact of the L1 -minimization process
that can favor a smaller value of the absolute value of a non-zero component rather than
a smaller value of kA . Hence, in general: criterion(x∗ ) = kα∗ k1 +εkβ∗ k1 < kα̂k1 +εkβ̂k1 =
criterion(x̂).
In the general case, when kA > 0, the subset in V3 that contains exactly kA nonzeros in the first n and kB non-zeros in the last p coordinates of x, is defined by V3 , the
(n + p − kA )-dimensional linear subspace with kA non-zeros in the first n coordinates
of x, and the (n + p − kB )-dimensional linear subspace
with kB! non-zeros in the last p
!
n
p
coordinates of x. There are respectively
and
possible combinations
n − kA
p − kB
of the form xi = 0 to realize such equations. This defines (m + 1 + n − kA + p − kB )
equations with (n + p) variables that, thus, in general this has a solution if:
kA + k B ≥ m + 1

(10)

Fig. 3. Comparison of LP-solution (tilted line) and the algebraic solution (step function). m varies
between 1 and n+p-1 = 149. At m = p - 1 = 49 the algebraic solution suddenly jumps from 100%
to 0% sparsity of A, while the LP-solution exhibits a 1st order phase transition at m = p/2 = 25.

This relation is indeed found empirically as shown in Figure 4 where kB /m is plot
against kA /m. The location of the critical value of the phase transition mc /p = 1/2 is a
function of the regularization parameter ε.

Fig. 4. The plot of kB /m versus kA /m exhibits the relation: kB /m + kA /m = 1.

6

Phase transitions in the matrix sparsity define distinct learning
strategies

Using the scale-free definitions 7, different experimental settings can be straightforwardly compared. In Figure 6 the smoothed plot for the relative sparsities pA = kA /n and
pB = kB /p versus the scaled number of patterns µ is depicted for n = 100 genes/proteins,
and p = 100 inputs, averaged over 10116 measurements. Again, all results are shown
for fixed regularization parameter ε = 1. This plot exhibits the typical characteristics representative for all the networks in our context. Firstly, the behavior of pA for
µC1 = 0.50 ± 0.01 ≈ 1/2 changes abruptly from constant zero to a near linear increase.
Secondly, the characteristic plateau visible in pB for µC2 = 0.67 ± 0.05 ≈ 2/3 is not
an artefact due to noisy measurements or processing deficiencies, but is present in all
such graphs. Next, inspection of Figure 6 and numerical analysis show that both graphs
converge to the line pA,B = (1.51 ± 0.14)µ − (0.51 ± 0.13) ≈ (3µ − 1)/2. Finally, for
µ > 1 the system of (independent) inequalities becomes inconsistent and therefore has
no solution.
This graph therefore shows three different types of storing behavior separated by
phase transitions. The presence of phase transitions in the storage of information in
linear random sparse networks is reminiscent of the situation for the propagation of
information through these networks.
It is well known that sparse networks under certain conditions exhibit phase transitions. Starting from a sparse regular network, the gradual addition of random links
reduces the direct path between any pair of vertices in the network from being very
long to being very short. This change is achieved abruptly as a phase transition to a
”small-world” network, characterized by short overall path lengths, small overall connectivity, high information processing time, and high local clustering, see: Watts and
Strogatz [6], Barabasi et al. [1], Newman [23], and Schäfer [30]. This phase transition occurs at a critical threshold pC for the probability of rewiring a given connection
in the network. The system then changes abruptly from slow to fast information processing. The numbers kA and kB of non-zero elements in our random networks can be
related to this rewiring probability, as the probability that a connection between two
genes/proteins exists equals pA = kA /n, and the probability that a connection between a
gene/protein and a certain input exists equals pB = kB /p. There are combinatorial many
possibilities to realize this condition, that peak for kA = n/2, kB = p/2.
6.1

Entropy

The wiring-probabilities pA and pB quantify the information that is stored in the system
matrices A and B. A convenient measure for this information is the information entropy
S . The entropy S tot measures the total number ΩAB of networks {A, B} consistent with
kA non-zeros in A and kB non-zeros in B as: S tot = ln ΩAB . The entropy therefore relates
to the probability of finding the specific network {A, B} by pure chance alone: a high
entropy S means a low probability for finding this specific network, that therefore represents a high amount of information. In the context of the network rewiring probability
p, the entropy is expressed as:

Fig. 5. The connectivity probabilities pA = kA /n and pB = kB /p for n = 100, p = 100, and C = 0,
averaged over 10116 measurements, versus the scaled number of patterns µ. This indicates three
major regions I, II, and III, where the network memory behaves different. The transitions occur
for the scaled µ = 1/2 for the transition I to II, and µ ≈ 2/3 for II to III. In the final phase of
region III both probabilities converge to p = (3µ − 1)/2.

S (p) = −p ln p − (1 − p) ln(1 − p)

(11)

For network {A, B} therefore: S tot = S (pA ) + S (pB ). Relevant to understanding the
maximum memory capacity of a network {A, B} is the gain of information when one
pattern is add to the network. This is expressed by the entropy increase ∂S /∂m:
!
!
∂S
∂p
p
=−
ln
(12)
∂m
∂m
1− p
This quantity depends on the rate of change of the connection probabilities pA,B (m) as
function of the number of patterns m stored in the network, and their fluxes ∂pA /∂m
and ∂pB /∂m – all relating to Figure 6. In Figure 6.1 these quantities are shown for
n = 100, p = 30, based on 1180 observations. The total entropy S tot increases moderately for small m until a sudden change at µ = 1/2, subsequently exhibits an optimum
around µ = 2/3, and finally decreases monotonously to zero. Consequently, the entropy increase ∂S /∂m increases slightly for small µ, peaks at µ = 1/2, and then slowly
but constantly decreases while crossing zero at µ ≈ 2/3. It is remarkable that these
changes happen around the same values for µ as those evident in Figure 5. With the
similarities in these Figures it is thus possible to classify the network pattern memory

in three distinctive regions separated by phase transitions. Each region is characterized
by its typical learning strategy.
Region I is defined as m < p/2 , so for a relative small numbers of patterns. In this
region all information is stored exclusively in the input-output matrix B and none in
A. Thus, the system has ’solved’ the learning problem by directly wiring the input to
the output. Consequently, there are no direct interactions required between the genes
and proteins to act to this stimulus. In this region the relations of kA and kB to m are
essentially linear.
At the first critical point µC1 = 1/2, there is an explicit second order continuous
phase transition to region II, clearly visible in the behavior of kA and kB . Here, it is evident that the derivatives of kA and kB to µ are discontinuous. In region II the information
is stored in both matrices, however increasingly in matrix A as µ increases. Matrix B
levels off to a plateau around µ = 2/3. In this region, the relations of kA and kB to m are
essentially not linear, as most notably in kB .
With increasing m, there is an order transition to region III at the second critical
point µC2 = 2/3, that is best visible in the plots of kB and ∂S /∂m versus µ. This transition is located at the plateau in the plot of kB , and at the zero-intersection in the plot of
∂S /∂m. In region III there is no clear preference for storing information in either A or
B as matrix B moves away from its plateau. Both matrices are now almost entirely full
- i.e. without any zeros. In this region the plots of pA and pB versus µ become increasingly identical, so: ∂pB /∂pA → 1 , as evident in Figure 6. It is difficult to determine
whether the derivatives ∂kA /∂m and ∂kB /∂m are truly discontinuous at this transition,
so to determine whether this is a true second order phase transition. This is because of
the effect of finite size that tends to make all relations appear continuous.
Finally, the maximum memory storage is reached at µ = 1, or m = n + p − c. At this
instant the system of inequalities becomes inconsistent and there are no solutions to this
over-determined system. In this sense, this could be named the fourth region, where the
organism can not learn new patterns, and is therefore forced to extend its networks A
and/or B by creating new genes and/or proteins that respond to the new input pattern.
The transitions between these regions can in each case be interpreted as an orderdisorder transition. As in region I all information is stored in B, this represents the
highest ’order’. In region II the information is preferably stored in A. In region III there
is no clear preference for A or B, so this represents the highest ’disorder’.
A typical second order phase transition exhibits a well-defined peak in the fluctuation of the energy near the critical point. The most obvious candidate for energy in our
context is the criterion function in LP1: E1 = kAk1 + εkBk1 . This quantity behaves very
flat over the scope of m, only exponentially growing near the end, i.e. as µ approaches 1.
It does not show any peaks related to the phase transitions. But as we originally are interested in the number of zeros in these matrices, the function E0 = kAk0 +εkBk0 = kA +εkB
seems like a good approximation, where k.k0 denotes the number of exact zeros. As visible in Figure 6.1b, this quantity indeed shows a strong and broad peak in its fluctuation
near µ = 1/2 that relates to the main phase transition from area I to II. It also exhibits
a very strong but also very narrow peak at the transition II/III that is significant above
the noise level. However, it also exhibits other strong and broad peaks, such as near

Fig. 6. Above: the entropy S versus the number of patterns m for n = 100, p = 30, C = 0 based
on 1180 observations Below: the gain in entropy for the same data set.

µ ≈ 0.8 and µ ≈ 0.9. Therefore, it is not clear which entity serves as energy in these
phase transitions.
Figure 6.1a shows that for very small pA the fraction ∂pB /∂pA becomes infinite.
This represents the situation in region I where pA is fixed to (almost) zero. For values
near pA = 1 the fraction ∂pB /∂pA equals 1. This represents region III, so here pB ≈
pA . The central plateau in this graph fits very well with pB ≈ (pB + 1)/2, and this is
representative for region II.

Fig. 7. Above: the relation of the relative sparsity pA = kA /n in the gene-gene network and the
relative sparsity in the input-gene connections pB = kB /p. This graph is averaged over 10K
measurements. Below: fluctuations in the ’energy’ indicate phase transitions. Here the number of
zeros in the system matrices: E0 = kA + ε ∗ kB acts as energy function, plotted versus the number
of patterns m.

These conclusions are valid for the entire range of n/p stretching from 0.05 to 20,
as investigated in this study. Furthermore, the cut-off point µ depends strongly on the

regularization parameter ε. As indicated before, in all experiments presented here the
value ε = 1 was used, resulting in the critical point for the I/II transition µC1 = 1/2.
6.2

Influence of the extra constraints

In LP1, i.e. equation 6, explicit constraints in the form: xi = constant(i), i = 1, 2, . . . , C
were add to avoid the matrices A and B from becoming equal to zero. This addition,
however, has little impact on the behavior of the system. With an increasing number C
of such constraints the phase transition at mc disappears, until at C = n2 +np all values of
A and B are specified by the constraints. Also, with an increasing number of constraints
C the morphology to the right of mc gradually flattens, causing the disappearance of the
transition II/III, as evident in Figure 6.2, containing C = 10 constraints.

Fig. 8. The connectivity probabilities kA /n and kB /p for n=100 and p=100, with C = 10 extra
constraints in the form: xi = constant. This also exhibits the strong phase transition at mc . Right
to this value, the morphology however is flatter than for less extra constraints.

For C = 0 and µ below µC1 , the solution to LP1 yields the matrix A = 0 as solution.
Thus, besides the desired patterns (x∗ , u∗ ) there are many other unsolicited equilibria,
as all (y, u∗ ) are also valid solutions because Ax∗ = Ay = 0. This condition allows all
possible values for the genes and proteins, because the input u∗ is directly coupled the
desired equilibrium x∗ . The genes are simply not involved, and the system is a chemical
buffer that has evolutionary learned to counter the important stimulus ’impulsively’.
However, right to the critical point µC1 an increasing number of components of A
and B become non-zero. Therefore it is not necessary to impose the extra constraints

on LP1: it does not change the behavior of pA and pB below µC1 (except a vertical
translation), and above µC1 there are sufficient non-zeros in both schemes anyway. Biologically, this means that here the genes and proteins are involved in selecting the equilibrium. The network processes the input information, and then ’decides’ – computes –
the best system response x∗ .

7

Stability of the stored patterns

To study the stability of the patterns, a set of m = 64 linearly independent patterns
was created, and offered to a system with n = 100 nodes – i.e. genes/proteins – and
p = 6 inputs, so the vector x contains 106 elements. C = 1 extra constraint was
used: x1 ≤ −1/3. The associated input ui consists of the 6-bit coding of the indexnumber i ∈ {1, . . . , 64 = 26 } of the pattern mi . Numerical experiments were per-

Fig. 9. Dynamical behavior of a network which has ’learned’ to respond with a system state x1
to an input u1 . This plot shows the evolution of the distance of the actual system state x(t) to the
target system state x1 , when an input u is created a distance r away from the input u1 . In one case
the system apparently converges to a mixed pattern between the target patterns.

formed such that a given input ui was offered to the system in a random equilibrium state x0 . The subsequent convergence relative to the pattern xi is studied as function of the distance between x0 and xi . This is performed by computing the evolution of x(t) using: ẋ = Ax + Bui , and x(0) = x0 . Numerical analysis shows that A
only has negative eigen-values. However, the largest eigen-value is just below zero:
max(eigenvalues(A)) ≈ 10−11 . Consequently, the state vector x(t) will converge, but not
necessarily to the pattern xi associated to the input ui . If the distance between x0 and
xi becomes too large, namely in the order of the distance between the patterns themselves, it is likely that the state vector converges to a mixed state somewhere between

the patterns. Figure 9 indicates that the end result when offered input u2 to a system in
equilibrium x = x1 may converge to a state other than the target pattern x2 . Obviously it
has converged to a mixed state somewhere in-between pattern x1 and pattern x2 . Figure
9 shows the evolution of the distance to pattern x1 if a random pattern is created within
an Euclidean distance r = 0.6 from pattern x1 . This Figure shows that most random
patterns converge to a state near pattern x1 , so close that it is practically identical.

8

Discussion and conclusions

In this paper we discussed the characteristics of the genetic/proteomic memory of simple linear and sparse random networks. It is found that a linear time-invariant state space
formulation provides a comprehensible and transparent model that is accessible to numerical and mathematical analysis. Even this simple model exhibits a range of complex
behaviors for storing input-output patterns in a sparse representation. Most important
is the fact that the storage of both dynamical and static patterns in sparse networks
exhibit distinct phase transitions. In the case of static input-output memory there are
two second-order continuous phase transitions. These transitions occur for a number
of patterns that equals mC1 = p/2, and mC2 = n/3 + 2p/3 − 1/3 respectively, or in
scaled coordinates respectively for µC1 = 1/2, and µC2 = 2/3. These transitions divide
the learning in three distinct regions. In the first region where m < mC1 all information
is exclusively stored in the input-output matrix B, so that this state represents a high
degree of order. In the second region, mC1 < m < mC2 the information is stored increasingly in the gene-protein interaction matrix A. Finally, for m > mC2 the information is
stored evenly in both matrices.
The parameters n, p, and ε influence the behavior of the system to different extent.
The model is symmetrical in x and u, as Ax+Bu = 0, and the criterion function is: kAk1 +
kBk1 , as the regularization parameter ε was set to 1. However, n and p have basically
different influences on the behavior. Using the scale-transformations 7, it was possible
to obtain an almost scale-free representation of the graphs of resulting sparsity versus
number of stored patterns. Below the first critical point mC1 the relation is essentially
scale-free. However, above this value the morphology of the graph dependents on n
and p, as visible in Figure 2. Especially the plateau near the second critical point µC2
becomes better visible for higher p. Moreover, the first critical point itself is found to
occur at p/2, and is therefore independent of n.
In this study, we considered only linearly independent patterns. However, real geneprotein networks are often considered to be modular. In this case, different sub-patterns
may combine to give the global pattern. Therefore the global patterns are not necessarily
linearly independent, but can be constructed from a set of linearly independent subpatterns.
As an example of a practical application we consider the olfactory system, see: [44].
In mammals, the odorant receptors are transmembrane molecules, synthesized by the
largest gene family with approximately 1000 gene members, capable of recognizing
some 10,000 different odors. In this case, we might assign the number of possible patterns m to about 10K. The number of inputs p is here about 1000, as there are about 1000
functional odor receptors. The model parameter n here is the number of genes, RNAs,

and proteins involved in the odor-receptor signalling pathway. From a database search
in EMBL/GenBank for the ontology of this receptor protein signaling pathway indicates
that there at least 2000 of such proteins known. So, n here is at least: 1000 genes + 1000
tRNAs + 2000 signal molecules + 1000 receptor molecules, so at least several thousand,
say n ≈ 5000. So, for the odor receptor pathway, n ≈ 5000, p ≈ 1000, and m ≈ 10, 000.
The minimum number (n + p)min of genes/proteins and inputs necessary to ’learn’ m
patterns in a sparse setting equals: (n + p)min ≈ log m, see [43, 27]. Estimating the constant in this relation roughly based on this work, we find: (n + p)min = 50 ∗ log m = 400.
So: n + p = 6000  (n + p)min . In a non-sparse setting, there are m equations with about
n2 + np free parameters, so non-sparse mmax = n2 + np ≈ 3.107 , which is considerable
larger than the 10,000 odor patterns. In both settings, there seems to be an enormous
overkill of pattern memory in the odor receptor network. These are very rough estimates.
As a final point, the stability of the thus stored patterns was examined. It was found
that the patterns are stable, each pattern having a well-defined basin of attraction. However, the size of these basins vary with the number of stored patterns, which is intuitively
clear as the available space remains the same, so the space-per-patterns decreases. However, even close to the patterns there are paths to mixed states in which some patterns
are “confused”.
These simple experiments hint to some characteristics to be expected for memory
storage in more realistic gene-protein networks. Firstly, memory storage can be understood as fixing the free model parameters such that a presented input matches with
the desired output. In the natural world this learning process is performed by the actions of biological evolution. Secondly, also in real biological information networks it
is possible to directly couple the input to the output without altering the gene-protein
interactions. This creates an “instinctive” reaction to the presented input, that only indirectly alters the states of the genes and proteins. This also includes epigenetic memory
storage, as it can be understood as a specific state vector of the proteome without regard to the states of the genome. Thirdly, realistic networks potentially may exhibit
phase transitions as the number of stored patterns grows. These transitions can divide
the storage process in distinct regions with its own learning strategy. Finally, even in
real biological networks this has lead to predominantly stable patterns, just as in the
context of the simple networks studied here.
The authors wish to thank the anonymous reviewers for their thorough and inspired
review of the text. This research was partly supported by the EU-project FP6 project
013569 NiSIS (Nature-inspired Smart Information Systems).
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